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Mission statement
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Make a story generator tool 
for novice users 

!
Author in natural language 

Use markup to show expandable symbols 
Write lots of expansion rules, fast and easily 

Use push/pop commands to give advanced control 
Make everything playful, modifiable and visible 

!
!

Make these grammars shareable and editable 
Package it as a library for others to use

As jichen said, the vast majority of work is in all the knowledge representation.  It’s also the least fun part.



Story grammars
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Vladimir Propp 
!

As jichen said, the vast majority of work is in all the knowledge representation.  It’s also the least fun part.



Story grammars
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Joseph Campbell 
!
!

As jichen said, the vast majority of work is in all the knowledge representation.  It’s also the least fun part.
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The briefest history of story grammars 
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“We conclude from our empirical analysis that story 
grammars fail both of our criteria for empirical adequacy. 
Specifically, they fail to generate many valid stories and 
hence would erroneously reject them as stories. Also the 
grammars would incorrectly accept some nonstories as 
stories. We propose that investigating the knowledge 
people use to understand stories would be a more 
successful research framework than the story grammar 
approach.” 

An Evaluation of Story Grammars,  Black and Wilensky 1979

“..there never has been and probably never will be a 
grammar of stories which generates all and only the 
population of things called stories. Nevertheless, there are 
grammars of English (and grammars of stories) that are 
interesting. They are interesting because they tell us what 
elements “go together” to form higher  elements and how 
one group of elements is related to another..” 

 On Evaluating Story Grammars, Rumelhart 1980.
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The briefest history of story grammars 
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On Throwing Out the Baby with the Bathwater: A Reply to Black and Wilensky's 
Evaluation of Story Grammars*, Mandler 1980.

What's wrong with story grammars, Garnham 1983.

Story grammars revisited, Wilensky 1982.

A Re-Evaluation of Story Grammars*, Frisch 1981.

Requiem for a theory: the ‘ story grammar’ story, Andersen 1990.
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The briefest history of story grammars 
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“causality and goal-directedness serve as the ‘glue’ which 
hold together the states and events which the story 
comprises” 

A declarative model for simple narratives, Lang 1999.

“What Mad Libs and Propp’s grammar fail to capture is the 
message level of storytelling. Any storytelling system based 
solely on the surface features of stories– whether a complex 
system like Propp’s or a simple system like Mad Libs–will 
inevitably fail to be successful.”  

The creative process, Turner 1994.

Everyone agrees: constraints and causality is important
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Meanwhile…outside of academia
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Meanwhile…outside of academia
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http://www.seventhsanctum.com/generate.php?Genname=storygen

http://www.seventhsanctum.com/generate.php?Genname=storygen
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Meanwhile…outside of academia
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however 
People love writing generative grammars 
People love using generative grammars 

People make up stories about the output of their grammars

In conclusion 
Grammars are not particularly useful for creating  

constraint-focused storytelling systems
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however 
People love writing generative grammars 
People love using generative grammars 

People make up stories about the output of their grammars

In conclusion 
Grammars are not particularly useful for creating  

constraint-focused storytelling systems

additionally 
!

Story grammars are a powerful entry point to introduce 
students to the decomposition of stories into units, a 
fundamental skill in building narrative intelligences 

!
Writing grammars is a way to critique or satirize an 

entire type of media production
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Tracery
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Tracery
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Authoring 
Interface

Grammar 
Expander

HTML text representation

JSON grammarUser input

JS tree representation
JSON grammar

Visualizer 
Interface Debug visualizations, 

nested tree visualization, etc

Architecture
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Tracery
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The user is authoring a JSON 
object representing a formal 
grammar 
!
• Each symbol has an an array of 

possible replacement rules 
• Each replacement rule is a 

single string. 
• which has some combination 

of commands 

(Doctor Who plot generator by 
Aaron Reed)

Commands include:  
• plain text 
• a symbol 
• a modifier (like 

capitalize or pluralize) 
• push/pop commands (advanced) 
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Tracery
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Why does this matter? 
It feels like you’re authoring a 
regular story, with the rhythm 
and language use of regular 
writing. 
!

(Doctor Who plot generator by 
Aaron Reed)

  "This must be the first time I've ever seen 
#complexTopic# #examined# in the form of a 
#digitalArtifact#."

"The Doctor and his companion #companion# are #touring# #place#. She 
#reactToPlace# and #hasPlaceProblem#, before accidentally 
#gettingIntoTrouble#. The Doctor tries to save her, but in the process finds out 
#terribleSecret#. They #actionBeat# and #actionBeat# and finally #actionBeat#. 
The Doctor saves the day just in time with #doctorSkill#. The mysterious 
'#mysteryThing#' is hinted at yet again."

  "#typing.capitalize# #furiously#, the time traveller #twitchedNervously# as he made 
his last adjustments. '#alwaysTime.capitalize#' he muttered, before 
#throwingTheSwitch#. The machinery around him #flared# to life with a hiss, and he 
stepped gingerly back into the #steelPod#, letting the door close. 3,2,1...#actinicFlare# 
and then, silence.” (Time traveller plot generator by 

Jacob Garbe)

(Digital media critique generator 
by Deirdra Squinky Kiai)
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Tracery - Interface
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Tracery 

Kate Compton 
UCSC 

galaxykate@gmail.com 
!

Tracery: Your story unfolds! 
www.brightspiral.com/Tracery 
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